NCC Cadets As Corona Warrior
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The cadets of National Cadet Corps playing an important role as corona warriors.

Since April 1, when the "Exercise NCC Yogdan" was launched, nearly 60,000 cadets have been deployed across states & union territories in the country. The NCC had offered their services in the fight on under the "Exercise NCC Yogdan".

The training is being done through iGOT and a proper fitting is being done to safeguard them.

Cadets of National Cadet Corps (NCC) provide various relief efforts during the Corona Pandemic across all over the country.

With around 14 lakh cadets, the NCC is the biggest youth organisation which has boys and girls from schools, colleges, universities and institutions.

More than 60,000 cadets of the NCC, 25% of which are female cadets, are currently deployed across India providing assistance to local administration in doing various tasks in the fight against Corona pandemic.
Cadets as an corona warrior offering their services in various different places, which includes manning of helpline or call centres, distribution of relief material, medicines, food or essential commodities, community assistance, data management and queue and traffic management, management of quarantine facilities, manning CCTV rooms etc.

Some of the cadets have also made educational videos on social medias, while others have made masks, distributed to the people locally.

Under an initiative named Exercise NCC Yojana, a set of guidelines have been issued for temporary employment of NCC cadets to augment relief efforts & functioning of various agencies involved in the fight against the pandemic.

In this difficult situation of Corona, it would be fair for NCC cadets who emerged as courageous Corona warriors to say,

"There are some heroes who leaves everything and protects our nation."
"When others are busy getting red roses, they are busy setting their red hackles."